Abstract-We propose a framework to mitigate the interference in high data rate mobile wireless networking. Interference is a fundamental obstacle to achieve high data rates in wireless networking. However, a systematic approach to deal with this problem has not yet been addressed in the context of routing in multi-hop networks. In traditional decoding schemes, interference is assumed as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), even though in many occasions it is in fact correlated with previous available data. Thus, in order to optimize performance, it is necessary to exploit such correlation in the decoding process. This is done by interpreting the problem as one of transmission over multiple access channels with a priori information.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of high data rate mobile wireless networking is essential in many environments, including military applications. However, interference is a fundamental obstacle to high throughput and has not yet been systematically addressed in the context of routing in multi-hop networks. In traditional decoding schemes, interference is assumed as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), even though in many occasions interference is in fact correlated with previous available data. Thus, in order to optimize performance, it is necessary to exploit such correlation in the decoding process. In order to understand the impact of interference and motivate the proposed work, consider the simple string topology shown in Figure 1 . Let us temporarily assume that the bit-rate of links is given by BR = BWlog2(1 + SNIR),
where BW is the bandwidth, and SNIR is the ratio of the signal to inference and noise. We further assume that a single channel is used, nodes are synchronized and nodes follow a common TDM schedule. Specifically, we assume that each node transmits once per T time-slots and that when a node receives a packet in one time-slot, it transmits it in the This paper was partially supported by NSF Award CCR-0311014.
next time-slot. The result of this scheme is that transmitting nodes upstream and downstream of a receiving node will interfere with the reception. For ease of discussion, assume that the nodes are uniformly spaced d meters apart, and that the propagation environment is such that the received signal power strength is KPT/d', where K is a constant, a is the attenuation exponent and PT is the transmission power, which, we assume, is common to all transmitters. Under these assumptions, the average received bit-rate by any node is BR(T)= T 1092(1+ T KPTIda N + Z7i-1 KPT/(d(jT 1)a) + Z7i°-1 KPT/(d(jT + 1)a) (2) where N is the variance of noise and the Z7 1 KPT/(d(jT 1)a) and Z7°1 KPT/(d(jT + 1)>) terms account for interference from the downstream and upstream transmission, respectively. Furthermore, since the node only transmits once out of every T time-slots, the average bit-rate is the bitrate achieved during reception divided by T. For ease of presentation, we focus only on the most significant source of interference, which is from the node that is T -1 hops upstream. If we assume that the transmission power is large enough so that the noise is substantially smaller than the interference, and can be neglected, we obtain
Several comments are in order. First, note that internode distance and transmission power play no role in the bit-rate (assuming the transmission power is large enough so that the noise can be neglected). Second, BR(T) reaches a maximum for small T. For example, if a = 2, then the maximum is achieved with T = 4 and is 0.8 x BW, for a = 3, the maximum occurs at T = 5 and is 1.2 x BW, and for a = 4, the maximum occurs at T = 5 and is 1. 1-4244-1037-1/07/$25.00 C2007 IEEE.
In summary, there is no way to reduce the impact of interference by traditional means. Thus, we propose to develop decoding methods that can eliminate interference by exploiting prior knowledge. The use of these techniques will provide data rates above the limit defined in (2) . Specifically, we present two novel decoding schemes aimed at improving performance in this context. The first approach is referred to as interference aware decoding, and takes into account the fact that the statistics of the interference are different from those of noise. The second, more powerful one, is called interference mitigating decoding, and makes use of the correlation existing between the interference and previously received data to achieve an improved performance. Both schemes treat transmission as a multiple access channels, and thus they can be interpreted as a problem of multiple access with several users and a priori information.
During the last years, there has been a substantial amount of work in multi-hop networks and the special case of relay channels. Much of this work has focused on the case where the interference is assumed as AWGN and traditional decoding is performed [1] , which is "order" optimal when the number of nodes increases. From a networking perspective, an approach aiming at cancelling interference when channel coding is not considered has appeared in [2] . From an information theoretical perspective, interference cancellation utilizing backward decoding [3] , [4] , which leads to substantial delays that grow exponentially with the number of nodes, has been discussed in [5] . These delays can be eliminated with the use of slidingwindow decoding [6] , utilized in [1] , [7] , [8] , [9] to study theoretical limits of relay channels. As indicated in [9] , the design of practical codes aiming at achieving the theoretical performance is an open research problem. Indeed, the proposed interference mitigating decoding scheme can be seen as a practical (and simplified, thus not necessarily optimal) implementation of sliding-window decoding. For the case of a simple relay system, an approach related to our proposed techniques has been presented in [10] , where instead of the block-by-block decoding utilized here and in [7] , [9] , joint decoding over all blocks is performed. Although this technique approaches capacity in the relay channel, it suffers from substantial delays and is unpractical in multi-hop systems. Therefore, the development of practical coding schemes aimed at mitigating the interference in multi-hop networks, such as the ones proposed here, is an open problem of great interest.
The proposed techniques have their roots in previous work from our group on transmission of correlated senders over multiple access channels (MAC). In fact, the interference existing at each node can be considered as a linear combination of multiple users, with each user corresponding to a node in the network. However, the work in this paper presents several differences with respect to standard multiuser schemes. First, we have a priori information about several of the users, which in the interference mitigating decoding scheme will be used in the decoding process to improve performance. Second, the final objective is not to jointly decode all the users as in standard multiuser systems, but to i) recover the user of interest, ii) provide estimates about the other users that will Notice that we are substituting the spreading and channel encoding in standard CDMA systems by direct encoding with lower rate channel codes (as first proposed using orthogonal very low-rate convolutional codes in [11] ), which theoretically is a capacity achieving approach [11] , [12] . In the application at hand, the advantage of the proposed system is that it can easily deal with the a priori information. Previous work utilizing this approach in the field of multiuser decoding (which is related, but not equivalent to the proposed schemes for interference cancellation, see the caveats mentioned in the previous paragraph) has appeared in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Decoding is performed by applying message passing or belief propagation [23] , [24] over the decoding graph representing all users. In order to illustrate the proposed interference mitigation schemes, we consider two simple topologies, the string topology and star topology.
A. String Topology
In the string topology shown in Figure 2 , a given node transmits and receives information at consecutive times (i.e., it receives information at odd (even) times, and it transmits information at even (odd) times). As described before, in traditional schemes T must be 3 or more. Here, we examine the possibility of using T = 2. The packet propagates from left to right. Consider the time-slot where each odd numbered node transmits. These nodes take data packet Uk, encode it with a channel code of rate R into a frame Xk, and then transmit the frame through the channel. Node N -1 transmits Xk, node N + 1 transmits Xk-1, etc. Each even numbered node is not transmitting and hence receives attenuated transmissions from odd numbered nodes. That is, node N receives Y = Xk+a-3Xk+l+a 5Xk+2+ * *+aXk-1+a3Xk-2+ *+Z, where Z is additive white Gaussian noise, a-m denotes the attenuation between node N and the node that is m hops upstream and am is the attenuation between node and the node m hops downstream. In a simple propagation environment, ak = K/ (k d) a/2. Note that the received signal strength is normalized so that Xk is not attenuated. In order to illustrate the proposed method (and to simplify the analysis), we assume that interference at a node N is limited to that proceeding from nodes N -3 and N + 1 (as we will see later, interference from the nodes downstream has no degrading effect, since it can be completely eliminated) and that all nodes are equally spaced. Thus, the signal received by node N is given by be employed as a priori information in later decoding stages.65 6Y : a-3Xk+l + Xk + a,Xk-1 + Z.
Consider the behavior of node 3, the node three hops from the base station. And consider the first few time-slots when transmissions begin. Specifically . time-slot 1: Yi = a-3X1 + Z1
. time-slot 3: Y3 = a-3X2 + X1 + Z3
. time-slot 5: Y5 = a-3X3 + X2 + a1X1 + Z5 . time-slot 7: Y7 = a-3X4 + X3 + a1X2 + Z7.
Note that we ignore the even time-slots when node 3 is transmitting, and hence, unable to receive. The objective of node 3 is to obtain Uk during the 2k+ 1 time-slot. We examine two approaches to achieve this objective. The first approach is referred to as interference aware decoding and uses the fact that during time-slot 3, the interference a-3X2 is not random noise, but a data transmission. Thus, multiple access decoding with two users allows U1 to be decoded in the presence of a-3X2-The second method is called interference mitigating decoding. This approach takes two steps and at each step produces an estimate of the packet. First, during time-slot 1, node 3's estimate of U1 is denoted U1. This estimate is based on the perhaps weak signal a-3X1. Next, during time-slot 3, node 3 makes a second estimate of U1, we denote this estimate as U1. This reestimation is performed by applying message passing (belief propagation) in the graph relating equations for time-slot 1 and 3 with the information packets U1 and U2. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the decoding process. Notice that the first stage is performed via standard decoding, while the second stage represents a multiple access channel, Y3 = a-3X2 + Xl + Z3, which has been analyzed under many conditions by our research group. Similarly, interference aware decoding also treats the transmission as a multiple access channel. In the case of interference aware decoding, the distribution of the interference is known, while the interference mitigating approach not only uses this distribution, but also makes use of a prior estimate of U1 that was found in the first stage. Several important points have to be remarked:
. Assuming that U1 is perfectly recovered by node 3 in time-slot 3 (i.e., U1 = U1), and since the corresponding equations in node 4 are equivalent, we can also assume that node 4 successfully recovers U1 in time-slot 4. . Assuming that U1 is perfectly recovered by node 3 in time-slot 3, the statistics of U2 are equivalent to the statistics of U1. This occurs because X1 is then known, and hence can be "subtracted"' from Y3. Thus, in essence, Y3' = a 3X2 + Z3, which is of the same form as time-slot 1, where U1 is obtained. . If we look at the equation corresponding to time-slot 5, we observe the term a,7Xl, which is interference proceeding from node 4. Notice, however, that as indicated in the previous bullets U1 is perfectly known in nodes 3 and 4. Thus, as indicated at the beginning of the section, such interference (and in general, all interference proceeding from the right nodes) can be eliminated and does not have any effect in the system performance (notice that after this step, and since the statistics of U1 and U2 are 'In practice, X1 is not substracted, but UI and U2 are jointly estimated. 65' equivalent, the equation in time-slot 5 is equivalent to the equation in time-slot 3). By repeating these arguments (with the assumption that U1 is perfectly recovered by node 3 in time-slot 3), all the messages Uk will be perfectly recovered in every node. Therefore, in order to assess the network performance, we just need to determine under what conditions U1 is perfectly recovered. Thus, in the sequel we only simulate the system described in Figure 3 . In the star topology shown in Figure 4 , four nodes are at the vertices of a square, and the center of this square is the base station. The idea is that the base station has to transmit data through four different paths (up, bottom, right and left). Besides the base station, which transmits at every time slot, only one node transmits information at a given time slot (while the other ones are receiving). There is an order for nodes' transmission, which is assumed to be A, B, C, and D. At the first time-slot, all four nodes receive signal X1 from the base station:
.y1A = X1 + ZA k.)
At the third time-slot, node B transmits the estimate of X2 (which will move downwards), and all other nodes receive X3 from the base station plus the estimate of X2 as interference proceeding from node B. This process continues with node C transmitting at time-slot 4, and node D transmitting at timeslot 5 (the base station always transmits). Then, the cycle gets repeated so that node A should receive the information (U) corresponding to packets X1, X5, Xg..., node B the information from packets X2, X6, X1o..., node C from packets X3, X7, X,1 ..., and node D from packets X4, X8, X12 .... In a simple propagation environment, and assuming that the distance between the base station and the nodes is d = 1, a = 1/2a/2, and b = 1/ 2/2. Z is assumed to be AWGN.
Because of the topology, the interference in the nodes of all branches (up, bottom, right and left) will be very small except for nodes A, B, C, and D. Thus, in order to characterize the system, it is enough to guarantee reliable communications in these nodes.
The objective in node A is to obtain U5, the information corresponding to packet X5, during time-slot 5 (notice that successful recovery of U5 at time-slot 5 means that the information messages Uk will be recovered in every node. Thus, for simulation purposes we just need to investigate this problem). In the interference aware decoding scheme, the interference during time-slot 5 is not random noise, but a data transmission. Multiple-access decoding allows U5 to be decoded in the presence of bX4. In the case of interference mitigating decoding, it takes three steps to decode U5. As shown in Figure 5 , during timeslot 3, node A's estimate of U3 is denoted U3. Next and b = 1/(1.9d)> 2. Z is assumed to be AWGN. Because of the topology, the interference in the nodes of all branches will be very small except for nodes A, B, C, D and E. Thus, in order to characterize the system, it is enough to guarantee reliable communications in these nodes. The objective in node A is to obtain U6, the information corresponding to packet X6, during time-slot 6 (notice that successful recovery of U6 at time-slot 6 means that all nodes will be able to recover the information of interest at the desired times. Thus, for simulation purposes we just need to investigate this problem). In the interference aware decoding scheme, the interference bX5 during time-slot 6 is not random noise, but a data transmission. Multiple-access decoding allows U6 to be decoded in the presence of bX5. In the case of interference mitigating decoding, the process for nodes' transmission, which is assumed to be A, B, C, D,654is similar to that of the star topology with 4 nodes, except that, as shown in Figure 6, another stage (total of 4) is necessary for the decoding of U6. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : | * N o I n t e r f e r e n c e m i i a t n d e c o d i n g Figure 9 includes the relationship between the SNR and bit-error when there is no interference. Notice that interference mitigating decoding outperforms interference aware decoding in about 3 dB. interference aware decoding is even greater, with the former outperforming the latter in more than 6 dB.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a framework to mitigate the interference in high data rate mobile wireless networking, easily outperforming traditional decoding approaches. Although in order to illustrate the proposed techniques we have only considered simple models with interference limited to that of two neighboring nodes, the proposed ideas can be easily extended to more complicated environments (and more than two interferers) by interpreting this as a problem of multiple access with more than two users and a priori information.
